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Abstract
In this paper, we introduce a new set of lexicons for expressing subjectivity in text documents written in Brazilian Portuguese. Besides
the non-English idiom, in contrast to other subjectivity lexicons available, these lexicons represent different subjectivity dimensions
(other than sentiment) and are more compact in number of terms. This last feature was designed intentionally to leverage the power of
word embedding techniques, i.e., with the words mapped to an embedding space and the appropriate distance measures, we can easily
capture semantically related words to the ones in the lexicons. Thus, we do not need to build comprehensive vocabularies and can focus
on the most representative words for each lexicon dimension. We showcase the use of these lexicons in three highly non-trivial tasks:
(1) Automated Essay Scoring in the Presence of Biased Ratings, (2) Subjectivity Bias in Brazilian Presidential Elections and (3) Fake
News Classification Based on Text Subjectivity. All these tasks involve text documents written in Portuguese.
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1. Introduction
Many everyday tasks in Natural Language Processing
(NLP) rely on lexicons, which are vocabularies that repre-
sent different branches of knowledge. Lexicons are useful
resources for identifying semantics relevant to sentiment,
emotion, personality, language bias, mood, and attitude.
Using lexicons in computational tasks has enabled several
research works and exciting new applications to arise, such
as detecting sentiment towards politicians and products,
frustration of callers in call centers, stress in drivers or pi-
lots, depression, media bias, biased ratings in essay scoring,
and fake news classification.
Choi and Wiebe (2014), for example, develop a sense-level
lexicon to support opinion mining. The authors combine
a graph-based method, based on WordNet relations, with a
standard classifier, trained on gloss information, and show
that the model can be useful to guide manual annotations
to find positive/negative senses. Recasens et al. (2013)
identify familiar linguistic cues related to framing and epis-
temological bias, which include factive verbs, implicative,
hedges, and subjective intensifiers. From these cues, the
authors developed a bias lexicon for extracting features for
a model to solve the problem of bias-inducing word identi-
fication.
The recent advances in Deep Learning have also brought
relevant changes in the way lexicons are constructed and
exploited. Zeng et al. (2018), for example, expand the well
known LIWC (Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count) (Pen-
nebaker et al., 2001) resource for the Chinese language,
by the usage of Sequence-to-Sequence models and word
embeddings to classify words in the lexicons. The au-
thors show that their model outperforms state-of-the-art ap-
proaches with a better comprehension of the words mean-
ings.
While most of the lexical resources available are still aimed
for English, the construction of linguistic resources for non-
English documents represent an essential path to democra-
tize the usage of NLP tools across multiple languages and

ethnicities. MorphoBr (de Alencar et al., 2018) is a project
that aims at building a full-form lexicon (i.e. a lexicon con-
taining all inflected, declined and conjugated forms of a
language) to perform Portuguese morphological analysis.
The project provides resources that allow a straightforward
compilation of finite-state morphological analyzers. Filho
et al. (2013) evaluate LIWC1 for sentiment classification
in documents written in Portuguese. The authors find that
LIWC, at least for Portuguese, performs better at detecting
positive sentiment in contrast to negative.
In the revised literature, sentiment is usually linked to sub-
jectivity, i.e., the more sentiment a text has, the more sub-
jective it is. Sentiment is, however, a limited notion of sub-
jectivity that fails to capture all its nuances. For example, an
argumentative text, devoid of emotion, might still be sub-
jective as one might be trying to convince someone else of
a specific point of view using subjective arguments. More-
over, most of the sentiment/subjectivity resources are avail-
able for the English language. In this paper, we describe a
new set of lexicons for the Brazilian Portuguese language
that aims at expressing different levels of textual subjectiv-
ity in documents.
We propose a set of lexicons for representing five different
subjectivity dimensions, that are: argumentation, presup-
position, sentiment, valuation, and modalization. We have
used these lexicons in a variety of different tasks such as (1)
Automated Essay Scoring in the Presence of Biased Rat-
ings, (2) Subjectivity Bias in Brazilian Presidential Elec-
tions and (3) Fake News Classification Based on Text Sub-
jectivity. The first task uses the proposed lexicons to repre-
sent comments of human raters of the standardized Brazil-
ian national exam, to examine how rater bias can affect
models that learn how to score these essays automatically.
In the second task, we have leveraged the subjectivity lex-
icons to characterize media bias across distinct news me-
dia outlets covering the Brazilian presidential elections and
how these biases evolve over subsequent elections. Finally,

1http://liwc.wpengine.com/

http://liwc.wpengine.com/
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in the third task, our lexicons are compared to existing ones
in the context of fake news classification based on the news
subjectivity levels. In all these tasks, the proposed lexicons
proved to be useful in identifying subjectivity nuances in
text documents written in Portuguese. In the rest of the pa-
per, we will provide more details on the lexicons construc-
tion (Section 2) and recap the methodology and results for
the three tasks mentioned above (Section 3). We conclude
the paper in Section 4 with a summary of this work and
directions for future work.

2. Subjectivity Lexicons Construction
The choice of certain words in discourse defines a subject’s
identity, thereby the bias and subjectivity can be tracked
by lexicons, as stated by Anscombre and Ducrot (1976).
The literature about bias and subjectivity in the discourse
is vast in linguistics. Along with that, according to Ver-
hagen (2005), the theory of argumentation and pragmatics
assume implicit markers of positioning in language as clues
to the speakers subjectivity. As indicated by Amorim et al.
(2018), the marks that display subjectivity and bias are fea-
tures of elements such as argumentative markers, specific
kind of verbs, modal verbs, among other linguistic expres-
sions. Based on the pragmatics theory and (Recasens et al.,
2013), we have developed in the context of Page (1967) a
handcraft list of Portuguese lexicons that indicate subjec-
tivity in texts from a multitude of domains. These lexicons
comprise five possible sources of subjectivity, as follows2:

• Argumentation: markers of argumentative discourse,
including lexical expressions and connectives, such
as: “even” (até), “as a consequence” (como con-
sequência), “or else” (ou então), “as if” (como se),
“rather than” (em vez de), “somehow” (de certa
forma), “despite” (apesar de), among others.

• Presupposition: markers that suggest the rater assumes
something is true. Some examples: “nowadays” (hoje
em dia), “to keep on doing” (continuar a), and factive
verbs.

• Modalization: expressions that indicates that the
writer exhibits a stance towards its statement. Such
markers are adverbs, auxiliary verbs, modality
clauses, and some type of verbs.

• Sentiment: includes markers that indicate a state of
mind or a sentiment or evaluation. In expressions such
as: “with regret” (infelizmente), “fortunately” (feliz-
mente), and “it is preferable” (preferencialmente).

• Valuation: This lexicon assigns a value to the facts.
Usually, adjectives are employed as valuation, but as
adjectives are context-dependent we use only in this
class the markers that are related to intensification,
such as: “absolutely” (absolutamente), “highly” (al-
tamente), and “approximately” (aproximadamente).

2The lexicons with the complete list of associated terms
are available at: :https://github.com/caiolibanio/
subjectivity_lexicons_PTBR

While more traditional lexicons try to be as comprehensive
as possible, LIWC, for example has more than six thousand
words3, we intentionally made ours more compact. Our
lexicons have little more than 450 words. The choice of
compactness was made intentionally to leverage the power
of word embedding techniques, i.e., with the words mapped
to an embedding space and the appropriate distance mea-
sures, we can easily capture semantically related words to
the ones in the lexicons. Thus, we do not need to build
comprehensive vocabularies and can focus on the most rep-
resentative words for each lexicon dimension. A nice side
effect is that this makes the computation with our lexicons
lightweight.

3. Use Cases
In this section, we present three use cases that involve the
identification of different levels of subjectivity in text writ-
ten in Portuguese, in order to showcase the use of our lexi-
cons.

3.1. Automated Essay Scoring in the Presence of
Biased Ratings

Automated Essay Scoring (AES) aims at developing mod-
els that can grade essays automatically or with reduced in-
volvement of human raters (Page, 1967). When given the
same set of essays to evaluate and enough graded samples,
AES systems tend to achieve high agreement levels with
trained human raters (Taghipour and Ng, 2016).
However, there is a sizeable literature in cognitive science,
psychology and other social studies offering evidence that
biases can create situations that lead us to make decisions
that project our experiences and values onto others (Baron,
2007). Since the research in AES has focused on designing
scoring models that maximize the agreement with human
raters(Chen and He, 2013; Alikaniotis et al., 2016), there
is a lack of discussion on how biased human ratings affect
AES performance. Thus, our objective here is to examine
the extent to which rater bias affects the effectiveness of
different AES models (Amorim et al., 2018).

3.1.1. Dataset
In order to study the effects of rater bias in essay scoring,
we created an annotated corpus containing essays written
by high school students as part of a standardized Brazilian
national exam. Our corpus contains a number of essays,
written in Portuguese, along with their respective scores.
Further, raters must also provide a comment for each essay
in order to ground their scores.
The dataset comprises 1,840 essays that were written by
high-school students as part of a standardized Brazilian na-
tional exam. The final score is given as the sum of the
scores associated with different aspects. Raters are sup-
posed to perform impartial and objective evaluations, and
they must enter specific comments in order to ground their
scores. Thus, for each essay in our dataset we also have the
corresponding rater comments.

3https://repositories.lib.utexas.edu/
bitstream/handle/2152/31333/LIWC2015_
LanguageManual.pdf

: https://github.com/caiolibanio/subjectivity_lexicons_PTBR
: https://github.com/caiolibanio/subjectivity_lexicons_PTBR
https://repositories.lib.utexas.edu/bitstream/handle/2152/31333/LIWC2015_LanguageManual.pdf
https://repositories.lib.utexas.edu/bitstream/handle/2152/31333/LIWC2015_LanguageManual.pdf
https://repositories.lib.utexas.edu/bitstream/handle/2152/31333/LIWC2015_LanguageManual.pdf
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3.1.2. Method
AES models are built on the basis of predefined features
(e.g. number of words, average word length, and number of
spelling errors) that are given to a machine learning algo-
rithm. The features used to build our AES models are dis-
cussed and evaluated in Amorim and Veloso (2017). Our
method aims at analysing the subjectivity associated with
rater comments, so that a better training set is obtained after
filtering out essays associated with ratings that look biased.
More specifically, our de-biasing method starts by finding
the norm (in terms of the subjectivity within rater com-
ments) for each score value (i.e., intervals between 0 and
10). Intuitively, the amount of subjectivity within a com-
ment should be similar to the amount of subjectivity within
another comment, given that the scores associated with the
corresponding essays are close to each other. So, we should
not expect to find essays having discrepant scores, but for
which the corresponding comments show a similar amount
of subjectivity. Our method is divided into three steps:

1. Rater comments are represented according to the
amount of subjectivity cues. In order to represent a
comment, we calculate the distance between it and
each of the five subjectivity lexicons. More specif-
ically, we learn word embeddings (Mikolov et al.,
2013c) for the Portuguese language, and then we em-
ployed the Word Mover’s Distance function (Kusner
et al., 2015) between a comment and the five subjec-
tivity lexicons. As a result, each comment is finally
represented by a five-dimensional subjectivity vector,
where each dimension corresponds to the amount of a
specific type of subjectivity. This results in a subjec-
tivity space, where comments are placed according to
their amount of subjectivity.

2. We group subjectivity vectors according to the score
misalignment (AES model vs. human rater) associ-
ated with the corresponding essay. Then, we calculate
centroids for each group in order to find the prototypi-
cal subjectivity vector for each group (or misalignment
level).

3. The distance to the prototypical subjectivity vector is
used as a measure of deviation from the norm. Specifi-
cally, we sort essays according to the distance between
the subjectivity vector and the corresponding centroid.
Then, we define a number of essays to be removed
from the training set. The relative number of essays
to be removed from the training set is controlled by
hyper-parameter α.

3.1.3. Validation
We implemented AES models using different machine
learning algorithms. Specifically, we learn AES models
using Support Vector Regression (SVR), Random Forests
(RF), Logistic Regression (LR), Gradient Boosting (GB),
and Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP). All models are based
on the same set of features. The measure used to evalu-
ate the effectiveness of the different models is the quadratic
weighted kappa (κ) which measures the inter-agreement
between human raters and AES models (Cohen, 1960). We

κ
α SVR RF LR GB MLP
− .404 .410 .408 .432 .446
0.1 .390 .339 .364 .378 .393
0.2 .365 .331 .344 .370 .393
0.3 .345 .326 .338 .365 .386
0.4 .340 .324 .333 .361 .384
0.5 .307 .317 .328 .358 .382

Table 1: κ numbers for different models with varying α
values. There are potentially biased ratings in the test set.

κ
α SVR RF LR GB MLP
− .451 .472 .466 .491 .521
0.1 .467 .491 .481 .505 .544
0.2 .481 .511 .490 .521 .562
0.3 .488 .526 .497 .542 .571
0.4 .491 .523 .499 .547 .569
0.5 .481 .518 .494 .545 .560

Table 2: κ numbers for different models with varying α
values. Ratings in the the test set are likely to be unbiased.

conducted five-fold cross validation, where the dataset is
arranged into five folds with approximately the same num-
ber of examples. At each run, four folds are used as training
set, and the remaining fold is used as test set. We also kept a
separate validation set. The training set is used to learn the
models, the validation set is used to tune hyper-parameters
and the test set is used to estimate κ numbers for the differ-
ent the models. The results reported are the average of the
five runs, and are used to assess the overall effectiveness of
each AES model. To ensure the relevance of the results, we
assess the statistical significance of our measurements by
comparing each pair of models using a Welch’s t-test with
p−value ≤ 0.01.
In order to properly evaluate our de-biasing method, we
employ a set of 50 separate essays with bias-free ratings
as our test set (Amorim et al., 2018). In this case, biased
ratings are manually removed from the training set, and the
test set is composed by unbiased ratings. Table 2 shows
κ numbers for different α values. As expected, the inter-
agreement increases significantly with α, until a point in
which keeping removing essays from the training set be-
comes detrimental. This happens either because we start
to remove unbiased ratings, or the training set becomes too
small. In all cases, the MLP model showed to be statisti-
cally superior than the other models.

3.2. Subjectivity Bias in Brazilian Presidential
Elections

It is not unusual to see different news outlets framing the
same events differently in order to make one specific per-
spective looks better than another and, possibly, influence
people’s judgment about the event. This behavior is indica-
tive of a Media Bias type known as Framing Bias, which
aims to influence the reader’s opinion towards a particular
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interpretation of the event (Entman, 2007).
When it comes to news articles, it is possible to avoid
the Framing Bias with the adoption of objective reporting,
which requires the journalist to remain impartial and de-
scribe facts with objectivity and neutrality, despite his/her
opinion about the topic (Clark, 2014). However, more of-
ten than desired, a more subjective reporting is observed in
news articles, indicating an attempt to influence the reader’s
judgment (Mihalcea et al., 2007; Wiebe et al., 2004) on
some subject.
With that in mind, we have proposed a methodology based
on word embeddings, WMD, and the our Subjectivity Lex-
icons for measuring the subjectivity levels of news arti-
cles (Sales et al., 2019). We have used news articles re-
porting the last three Brazilian presidential elections (e.g.,
2018, 2014, 2010) as input for our methodology. Presiden-
tial elections are convenient events since media bias tends
to appear more prominently (Hamborg et al., 2018). We
used our methodology to spot differences in subjectivity
language across different news outlets covering the same
candidates and parties. Next, we describe our method and
show how we employed the Subjectivity Lexicons.

3.2.1. Method
As input, the method requires a word embedding model for
representing the language vocabulary, a news article set,
and the Subjectivity Lexicons. As output, it returns a 5-
dimensional vector representing the articles associated with
subjectivity values.
We train a word2vec model (Mikolov et al., 2013b;
Mikolov et al., 2013a) based on the Portuguese Wikipedia
dump and, then, calculate the WMD between each article
and lexicon to represent the subjectivity values. The WMD
takes two documents as input (e.g., the news article and
the lexicon) and compute the distance between them as the
sum of the Euclidean distance between the set of words of
the two documents. Note that since WMD is a distance
metric, the lower its value, the higher the subjectivity asso-
ciated with the article. Intuitively, each value quantifies the
amount of subjectivity related to a target article in terms of
a subjectivity dimension.
The obtained values are used, later, for estimating the pres-
ence of Framing Bias by comparing, for each election and
news outlet, whether the subjectivity of the news outlet’s
reports about two opposing parties/candidates are signifi-
cantly different or not.

3.2.2. Dataset
We crawled news articles, summarized in Table 3, from
the politics section of four distinct news outlets in Brazil:
Folha de Sao Paulo (FolhaSP)4, Estadao5, Carta Capital6

and Veja7. FolhaSP and Estadao are two of the most pop-
ular news outlets in Brazil, accessed by people from all
political ideology-wings and, therefore, representatives of
the Brazilian mainstream media. On the other hand, Carta
Capital and Veja are biased representatives of the media.

4https://www.folha.uol.com.br/
5https://www.estadao.com.br/
6https://www.cartacapital.com.br/
7https://veja.abril.com.br/

Carta Capital is a popular self-declared left-wing news out-
let, while Veja is used here as a right-wing representative
since the news outlet declares itself as a watchdog (against
the government despite the government ideology orienta-
tion). In practice, it is observed a strong opposing message
in Carta Capital’s and Veja’s discourses after the Brazil-
ian 2014 presidential election, where Carta Capital is pre-
sented in favor of the government and Veja against it (de
Matos and Formentin, 2016).

News Outlet Year # News Total

Carta Capital
2010 1,264

4,6512014 997
2018 2,390

Veja
2010 2,778

16,9022014 6,226
2018 7,898

Estadao
2010 10,072

52,2382014 8,717
2018 33,449

FolhaSP
2010 11,895

41,3392014 11,816
2018 17,628

Table 3: Number of news by source and year.

3.2.3. Brazilian Elections
The Brazilian presidential election occurs in a two-round
system, in which the elected candidate (often affiliated with
a party) is the one who obtains more than 50% of the valid
votes. In case neither candidate receives a majority, it is
decided in a second round between the two most voted can-
didates. Coincidentally, all the last three elections had a
second round composed by one left- and one right-wing
party.

3.2.4. Validation
For validating the methodology and checking its reliabil-
ity, we run an experiment comparing the subjectivity as-
sociated with each news outlet and a sample of 29,000 ran-
domly picked Wikipedia articles. Since Wikipedia has poli-
cies that enforce a less biased point-of-view in its articles8,
we would expect Wikipedia to present a lower level of sub-
jectivity than the news outlets. Also, since our data consist
of news of two biased and two mainstream news outlets, it
would be expected to find more subjectivity associated with
the two biased sources.
Figure 1 presents the subjectivity confidence interval of the
mean for the news outlets and Wikipedia per subjectivity
dimension. Results show lower levels of subjectivity in
Wikipedia’s articles for all dimensions as expected. Also,
the subjectivity of Veja and Carta Capital, the two biased
sources, are higher than the other news outlets for all di-
mensions except Valuation, also as expected.

3.2.5. Application
This experiment aims to show the difference of subjectivity
associated with news articles reporting the two parties that

8https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:
Neutral_point_of_view

https://www.folha.uol.com.br/
https://www.estadao.com.br/
https://www.cartacapital.com.br/
https://veja.abril.com.br/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Neutral_point_of_view
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Neutral_point_of_view
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Figure 1: Subjectivity confidence intervals for the mean of
news outlets and Wikipedia’s articles across the subjectivity
dimensions argumentation (arg), sentiment (sen), valuation
(val), modalization (mod), and presupposition (pre).

made the second round in each election. Since we always
had one left- and one right-wing party in the second round,
we are, in some sense, computing the bias trends regarding
opposite ideology-wings throughout the elections.
The confidence intervals were computed with 95% of con-
fidence level, and for determining which news was report-
ing about one party, we select those news that referenced
the party in its headline. Confidence intervals containing
the zero value indicates no subjectivity differences in the
reports about the left and right-wing parties. Confidence
intervals entirely negative or positive indicate significant
more subjectivity in the news about the left or right-wing
parties, respectively.
The results, depicted in Figure 2, show a rising trend of
subjectivity throughout the elections. In 2010, all but Carta
Capital’s Valuation confidence intervals contained the zero
value. In 2014, the majority of Carta Capital’s and Veja’s
confidence intervals were indicating more subjectivity in
the news reporting the left-wing party. Finally, in 2018, the
majority of all news outlets confidence intervals are show-
ing more subjectivity in the news about the left-wing party.
More details of this study can be found at (Sales et al.,
2019).

3.3. Fake News Classification Based on Text
Subjectivity

Many studies use subjectivity lexicons to perform fake
news classification (Volkova et al., 2017; Wang et al., 2018;
Zhou et al., 2019). The usage of lexicons to extract subjec-
tivity aspects from documents can bring relevant insights
from fake and legitimate news, exposing the usage of bi-
ased language and emotional polarities of documents, for
example. The main assumption regarding the usage of sub-
jectivity to identify fake news is that fake documents may
rely on a more subjective writing style, for example appeal-

CartaCapital ESTADAO FOLHASP VEJA
arg

sen
m

od
pre

val

2010 2014 2018 2010 2014 2018 2010 2014 2018 2010 2014 2018

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

Figure 2: Confidence intervals for the mean of the differ-
ence of subjectivity in news related to parties that made the
second round. Intervals below or above zero mean subjec-
tivity bias towards the left-wing or right-wing party, respec-
tively.

ing to persuasive arguments and emotion (Potthast et al.,
2018).
In order to evaluate the usefulness of our lexicons for fake
news classification, we compare the performance of classi-
fiers that exploit them for fake news detection. We consider
the performance of such classifications in Portuguese, us-
ing our subjectivity lexicons, against the performance of
classifiers using other existing lexicons, but in English lan-
guage. The methodology used for such evaluation will be
described in the following sections.

3.3.1. Dataset
The dataset of legitimate news in Portuguese were collected
from two of the biggest news sites in Brazil, that are Es-
tadao and Folha de Sao Paulo. As these two news sites
are mainstream, we consider that all their news are legiti-
mate. We collected a total of 207,914 legitimate news, from
2014 to 2017. We divided the news into different domains:
Politics, Sports, Economy, and Culture. Table 4 shows the
distribution of the news in these topics.
The fake news dataset in Portuguese is composed of fact-
checked fake news that were strongly disseminated in
Brazil, from 2010 to 2017. We collected these news from
two popular fact-checking services, that are e-Farsas9 and
Boatos10. These two services keep track of the most “vi-
ral” fake news, providing the link to the fake article and the
evidence that the news is fake. We collected a total of 121
fake news from more than 40 news sources. This dataset,
although small, has the properties of being highly dissemi-
nated in Brazilian’s social networks and web, meaning that,
in fact, they deceived people. These fake news also have the
advantage that they come from a wide variety of different

9http://www.e-farsas.com/
10http://www.boatos.org/

http://www.e-farsas.com/
http://www.boatos.org/
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Domain Estadao FolhaSP Total %

Politics 24,638 30,765 55,403 26.6
Sports 31,692 31,908 63,600 30.5
Economy 20,512 30,412 50,924 24.4
Culture 15,456 22,531 37,987 18.2

Table 4: Distribution of the Portuguese legitimate news by
domains.

sources, which may reflect different writing styles.
The English legitimate news were collected from a pop-
ular Kaggle dataset called “All the News”11 between the
years of 2016 and 2017. From this dataset, we collected
news from The Guardian (1798 articles), from New York
Times (1598 articles) and 2598 articles from CNN. The En-
glish fake news dataset was compiled by (Torabi Asr and
Taboada, 2019) and correspond to political fake articles
from Snopes12 (103 articles from fake and mostly-fake cat-
egories), political fake news from (Horne and Adali, 2017)
(75 articles) and the top fake news collected from Buz-
zfeed13 (41 articles).

3.3.2. Related Lexicons
In order to compare our lexicon’s usefulness, we consider
three different set of lexicons used to access different as-
pects of subjectivity in English, here called as Related
Lexicons (RL). The first one has been compiled by (Re-
casens et al., 2013). This lexicon comprises six different
aspects/dimensions of bias-inducing terms, that are:

1. Factive Verbs: presuppose the truth of a complement
clause, e.g., realize, forget, exciting. (27 terms)

2. Implicative Verbs: imply the truth or untruth of their
complement clause, e.g., succeed, fail, neglect. (32
terms)

3. Assertive verbs: are those verbs that their complement
clauses assert a proposition, e.g., believe, figure, af-
firm. (66 terms)

4. Hedges: used to reduce commitment to the truth of a
proposition, thus avoiding direct statements, e.g., ap-
parently, could, estimate. (100 terms)

5. Reporting Verbs: usually used to report other person’s
activities or actions, e.g., accuse, assure, claim. (181
terms)

6. Bias-inducing lemmas, e.g., advocate, amazing, bar-
barian. (654 terms)

The second RL we use has been presented by (Wilson et al.,
2005). This lexicon is part of the Multi-Perpective Question

11https://www.kaggle.com/snapcrack/
all-the-news/version/4

12https://github.com/sfu-discourse-lab/
Misinformation_detection

13https://github.com/BuzzFeedNews/
2017-12-fake-news-top-50

Train Test
LN (340) × FN (85) LN (144) × FN (36)

Table 5: Table of evaluation scenario. The abbreviations are
LN (Legitimate News), FN (Fake News). The legitimate
and fake news respect a distribution of 4:1, where 70% of
fake news are used in training and 30% in test set.

Answering (MPQA) Subjectivity Lexicons14 project, and is
divided in sentiment polarities (positive and negative) clas-
sified by strong subjectivity and weak subjectivity. From
this lexicon, we extracted the terms from the strong subjec-
tivity category for both polarities. After filtering, we ob-
tained 3,078 lexicons with negative polarity and 1,482 with
positive polarity. The third RL is the lexicon proposed by
(Deng et al., 2013), and also represents sentiment polari-
ties (positive and negative) extracted from subjective doc-
uments (i.e., editorials and blogs). This lexicon contains
1,003 terms for negative and 493 for positive sentiments.

3.3.3. Method
To perform the comparison between our new lexicons and
the ones described in previous section, we use the method
adopted by (Jeronimo et al., 2019), based on WMD dis-
tances between the news documents and each lexicon di-
mension. The documents are divided into sentences, and
the distance of each sentence to a lexicon dimension is cal-
culated, generating an average as a global distance from the
document to each lexicon dimension. Thus, the output is a
n-dimensional vector, where n is the number of different
dimensions in the lexicon set.
These output vectors are then used to classify fake and le-
gitimate news, using our lexicons for the news written in
Portuguese (Brazilian news dataset) and using the RL for
the other datasets containing news written in English.
This experimental approach aims at validating the hypoth-
esis that our lexicons can generate results that are compati-
ble with other well-established subjectivity lexicons present
in literature, in terms of fake news classification. Such an
analysis can reveal the level of usefulness of our new re-
sources in detecting subjectivity nuances present in Por-
tuguese fake and legitimate documents.

3.3.4. Validation
As classification models, we use both XGBoost and Ran-
dom Forests, which are known to have a strong predictive
power, achieving state-of-the-art result in complex classifi-
cation problems (Olson et al., 2017).
Following (Silverman, 2016), we define the proportion of
four legitimate news to one fake news (4:1), replicating the
proportion found in an analysis of the 2016 US presidential
election, where the authors found this proportion when ana-
lyzing Facebook news profiles. As the dataset of legitimate
news is far larger than the fake one, for both Portuguese and
English documents, we randomize the train/test executions
by varying the legitimate news documents 500 times. With
this method, we can generate the average results of the ex-
ecutions, and we can exploit a higher number of legitimate

14https://mpqa.cs.pitt.edu/lexicons/subj_
lexicon/

https://www.kaggle.com/snapcrack/all-the-news/version/4
https://www.kaggle.com/snapcrack/all-the-news/version/4
https://github.com/sfu-discourse-lab/Misinformation_detection
https://github.com/sfu-discourse-lab/Misinformation_detection
https://github.com/BuzzFeedNews/2017-12-fake-news-top-50
https://github.com/BuzzFeedNews/2017-12-fake-news-top-50
https://mpqa.cs.pitt.edu/lexicons/subj_lexicon/
https://mpqa.cs.pitt.edu/lexicons/subj_lexicon/
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news.
To calculate the semantic distances with WMD, we train
a word embedding model from a large Wikipedia dump in
Portuguese. For the English dataset, we use the pre-trained
Google News embeddings15.
Table 5 shows the dataset sizes used for classification of the
documents. The sizes respect the (4:1) proportion between
legitimate and fake news. We also consider a split of 70%-
30% of fake news in the training and test sets, respectively.
Since the Portuguese fake news dataset have less samples
than the English one, we use the Portuguese fake news
size (121 documents) as a base for the fake news distri-
bution between train/test samples. To evaluate the models,
we use the Area Under Precision-Recall Curve (PR-AUC).
This metric reports the trade-off between the precision and
recall values when varying the classifier’s thresholds. In or-
der to report a broader evaluation of the models, we also
consider the classical ROC-AUC, that considers the trade-
off between the recall and false positive rate, giving a better
understanding of the model’s performance in both classes
of a binary classification.
Table 6 shows the results of classification using the three
RL lexicons and our proposed lexicons, in terms of PR-
AUC, for both XGboost and Random Forest. From such
results, we can notice that the classifications using our new
lexicons were quite comparable with the results presented
by the other three lexicons for the English fake news classi-
fication. A similar result can be seen in Table 7, that shows
the results in terms of ROC-AUC. As the ROC-AUC con-
siders the trade-off between Recall and False Positive Rate,
it provides a more global evaluation, since a low FPR will
imply in better classification of the legitimate news (class
0). Again, as we perform an indirect evaluation, we avoid
to say that our lexicons is better or worst then the RL ones,
but even so, we can see a level of similarity between the
results, without hugely differences for both metrics.
An important finding is that our new set of lexicons also
showed a comparable performance with RL lexicons that
have a greater number of terms. This is the case for (Wil-
son et al., 2005) and (Deng et al., 2013) lexicons. Such
results can demonstrate that our lexicons may express dif-
ferent levels of subjectivity, but relying on less terms.
It is also important to highlight that while many studies
use subjectivity in conjunction with other features for clas-
sifying fake news, our experiments do not include other
features to make such a classification. This leads to infe-
rior overall classification results, as expected, but which
are useful for our purposes in this paper. In addition,
other strategies to capture the subjectivity of the documents
(rather than the average subjectivity of documents’ sen-
tences) can bring additional improvements to the models.

4. Conclusion and Future Work
We have presented a set of lexicons specifically designed to
the extraction of subjectivity in text documents written in
Brazilian Portuguese. The lexicons are composed by five
subjectivity dimensions, covering different aspects of sub-
jectivity, providing a better understanding of the language

15https://code.google.com/archive/p/
word2vec/

Lexicons XGBoost RF
(Recasens et al., 2013) 0.24 ± 0.04 0.28 ± 0.05
(Wilson et al., 2005) 0.22 ± 0.04 0.22 ± 0.04
(Deng et al., 2013) 0.30 ± 0.05 0.31 ± 0.06
Proposed lexicons 0.25 ± 0.05 0.25 ± 0.05

Table 6: Average PR-AUC results for classifications using
the RL lexicons and our proposed lexicons.

Lexicons XGBoost RF
(Recasens et al., 2013) 0.56 ± 0.05 0.61 ± 0.05
(Wilson et al., 2005) 0.53 ± 0.05 0.53 ± 0.05
(Deng et al., 2013) 0.59 ± 0.05 0.60 ± 0.05
Proposed lexicons 0.59 ± 0.04 0.61 ± 0.04

Table 7: Average ROC-AUC results for classifications us-
ing the RL lexicons and our proposed lexicons.

in three kinds of data: essay raters comments, legitimate
journalistic news, and fake news. In the first scenario, the
lexicons helped in creating a subjectivity space, where bi-
ased rating/scores can be perceived, improving AES mod-
els. In the second scenario, the proposed linguistic re-
sources allowed the identification of variations in the levels
of subjectivity of distinct news media outlets covering the
same subjects. We showed that these variations tended to
increase in subsequent elections. The third scenario shows
an application of the lexicons in the fake news identification
problem, demonstrating that our lexicons can be compared
to other subjectivity lexicons present in literature. As future
directions, we intend to expand the lexicons to cover other
aspects of subjectivity, and the application of them in new
tasks. We also plan to evaluate whether these lexicons can
be used for other idioms, for example, through translation.
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